Have the Adventure of a Lifetime @ Aalto!

10 reasons for choosing Finland

1. You want to enjoy clean and beautiful nature with thousands of lakes and forests.
2. You want to try some new activities like winter swimming, ice fishing, ice skating, skiing.
3. You love that things are well organized and you can survive on English everywhere.
4. You are fascinated by Finnish things such as sauna, Moomins, Angry Birds, Santa Claus.
5. You want to taste some Finnish delicacies such as Salmiakki, rye bread, cloudberry, reindeer, bear etc.
6. You are interested in Finnish design such as Marimekko, Iittala, Aino Aalto etc.
7. You want to experience four seasons, Northern lights & Midnight sun.
8. You want to meet really friendly, the most honest and the least corrupted people in the world!
9. You are bored of crowded places and want to enjoy the silence.
10. You want to travel easily all over the Europe.

Thoughts of our previous exchange students

☆ During my exchange in Finland I was able to enjoy the friendliness of Finnish people and amazing cold winter that would not have been possible back home.
☆ Welcoming and comfortable environment in university, friendliness and availability of Finnish people, and lovely Finnish nature.
☆ Highly professional professors, very capable fellow students, great university facilities!
☆ The student life organized by KY was great. It was well planned and fairly priced!
☆ The Business School was innovative with practical approach, it had excellent service and amazing people.
☆ The student association makes it much easier to get adapted here and to get to know each other. International Student Services also provided all the help needed either with academic matters or with other personal issues.
☆ I love the personal relation the teachers still have to students at Aalto!

Semester Dates
Fall semester: September - December
Spring semester: January - May

Information on student exchange: https://into.aalto.fi/x/fZt5
Information for degree students: http://business.aalto.fi/en/studies/
Information about School of Business: http://biz.aalto.fi/en/
Information about Aalto University: www.aalto.fi/en

Applications through your own coordinator.